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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the Direct Energy Conversion Operation of the General

Electric Company, Lynn, Massachusetts, under USAF Contract No. AF 33 (615)-2500.

The contract was -knitiated under Budget Program Sequence Number 5 (63 817303 62405214).

The work was administered under the direction of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Labora-

tory, Research and Technology Division, Air Force Systems Command with Lt. L. S.

Harootyan, Jr/APIP-2 as the project engineer.

This report covers work conducted from February 1965 through May 1965.
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ABSTRACT

It was requested that the General Electric Company furnish a complete Gemini

fuel cell battery with canister and all associated auxiliary equipment and all personnel

and facilities required to accomplish a 1000-hour operational test under conditions

which simulate the mission power requirements of the Air Force's Manned Orbiting

Laboratory (MOL).

The objective of this program was to test a Gemini fuel cell battery and to obtain

and evaluate data on its performance throughout the continuous operational test.

A Gemini fuel cell battery, consisting of three individual 32-cell modules, was

tested in accordance with a test plan approved by the Air Force Aero Propulsion

Laboratory.

The Gemini production fuel cell battery successfully met all requirements of the

test plan for the 1000 hour period. Complete MOL power requirements were success-

fully met for 810 hours (34 days) following which the peak powers were reduced in

accordance with the test plan to maintain a 25 volt output.

The test confirmed that Gemini production hardware 'is capable of satisfying the

30-day MOL mission requirements and provides the growth capability to serve missions

up to and beyond 1000 hours duration.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

The publication of this technical documentary report does not constitute approval

by the Air Force of the findings or conclusions contained herein. It is published only

for the exchange and stimulation of ideas.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

During the development and verification of the Gemini fuel cell battery, life testing

was completed on six battery sections as well as 35 individual 32-cell modules. Analysis

of this data has provided a determination of the capabilities (and limitations) of this

equipment and an understanding of the effect of system parameters,. load profiles, temp-

eratures, and handling and operating procedures on its life and reliability. On the basis

of this information it w%- concluded that the Gemini fuel cell battery could meet the

30-day mission requirements of the Air Force Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) program.

To verify this conclusion an operational test was scheduled on a standard production

section.

The detailed profile for the test program was specified by the Air Force Aero Pro-

pulsion Laboratory, with appropriate inputs from Space Systems Division (SSD) and the

Aerospace Corporation. This profile was based on the "MOL Electrical Power Subsystem

Study" completed by the General Electric Company in October, 1964. This study was one

of four (4) electric power subsystem studies conducted by three contractors under the

direction of SSD.

One recommendation of the General Electric study was that eight Gemini battery

sections be used to provide the full spacecraft power requIrementV for 30 days at a level

of reliability suitable for the Manned Orbiting Laboratory Mission. Five of the eight

sections would be required to carry the full MOL electrical load with three being held

in operating redundancy.

The Air Force specified that the power level for this test would initially simulate
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a system with only seven sections operating, it being assumed that one section might

he rendered inoperative prior to launch.

It was further assumed that an additional section would be lost after 180 hours

and still another at the 360-hour mark, leaving five sections to complete the remainder

of the mission. This together with the load increase to allow for parasitic losses, im-

plied a higher power re4uirement on the section tested than that corresponding to the

study recommendation.

The significance of the test program lies in the fact that the fuel battery section

comprised of three fuel cell modules operated successfully beyond the 30-day test criteria

under maximum system temperature conditions and to the specified MOL load profile.

This confirmed the ability of the Gemini fuel cell battery dssign to meet the requirements

c"' the MOL mission.

-3-



SECTION II

I)ESCIRIPTION OF TEST UNIT

"h'h(, litul battery sectior usred for the MOL mission test was a standard production

unit drawing no. 723:E1,17, mminufactured for the Gemini program during Augist 1964,

It Was the eighth stection manufactured to this design, of which approximately thirty

have I)t,,nI produced to dlate.

Trhe, section shown in Figulre' I, consists of three separate modules, similar to that,

shown in •iigure 2, packagd(I in a pressure tight casing, together with appropriate reactant

iind c(oolant ducts and manifolds, a water separator for each module, electrical power

and instrunmntation wiring. An accessory pad Is mounted on the outsi(de of the casing

which contains the gas inlet and outlet fittings, purge and shut--off valves, and electrical

poWti' connector. Since the system design proposed for MOL does not require a separate

water shut-off valve for each section, the solenoid valve used for this purpose In the

Gemini design was not icluded on the test unit.

Structurally, the casing is a titanium pressure viessel consisting of a central cylinder,

two end r'overs, mounting brackets and plastic angle rails. Location and shape of the

mounting brackets is, o! course, adapted to the available structure and envelope within

the vehicle. Within the casing, the modules are mounted on fiberglass-impregnated

epoxy rails by bolts which pass through the module end-plates. These rails are, in

turn, bolted to the mounting rings sandwiched between the two flanges on the section

casing.

The hydrogen manifolds on each modude within a section are parallel fed with a hydro-

gen shut-off and check valve in the feed line to each module. Oxygen is fed into the

section casing so that the entire free volume of the tank contains oxygen at a pressure

-4-
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Figure 1 Gemini Fuel Cell Battery Section



Figure 2 Gemini Fuel Cell Module



of approximately 1-1/2 atmospheres. The coolant is provided to the modules by two

separate and isolated lines. Any malfunction in one coolant loop will not affect the

cooling function of the other.

All hydrogen, oxygen, coolant, electrical and water storage pressure line connections

at the section tank are fastened to standard bulkhead fittings on the accessory pad.

After the modules are completely assembled within the container, all void spaces

are filled with unicellular foam. Thin plastic covers are placed over the top and bottom

of each module to manifold oxygen to the cells and to keep the foam material from getting

into areas around the coolant manifolds and oxygen-water separator.

Each of the three modules in the section is comprised of 32 fuel cell assemblies

stacked in series between end plates as shown in Figure 2. The hydrogen feed tubes

for each of the cells are connected to a common manifold, as are the coolant inlet

and outlet tubes and the hydrogen purge tubes. The electrical power leads are connected

to terminal current collector plates sandwiched between each of the two end plates and

their adjacent fuel cells.

As applied to the MOL system, the maxim~um rated output of each module would be

10.,4 amps at 25 volts. This compares with a maximum rated output of 15 amps at

23. 3 volts in the Gemini installation.

-8-



SECTION III

TEST PLAN

The test was conducted in accordance with the approved Test Plan of the Air Force

Aero Propulsion Laboratory. Major provisions of the Test Plan concerned the exact

load profile to be run and the coolant temperature and flow rate in order to duplicate

the most stringent conditions which might be expected in the MOL spacecraft.

The load profile for the test was established on the basis of an assumed peak space-

craft load requirement of 3. 6 KW, which would occur for an approximate total of four

hours during each eighteen-hour period, and a normal continuous load of 1. 6 KW. To

these loads was then added the parasitic power requirements of the fuel battery - in

this case conservatively estimated as 180 watts.

The complete fuel battery system proposed for the MOL consists of eight three-module

sections, five of which can readily carry the above loads. Although previous test ex-

perience indicates that any modules which do fail during a 30-day mission would most

likely do so toward the end of the mission, in order to impose worst-case conditions on

this particular section, it was assumed that the first of the three redundant sections would

fail during launch, the second at 180 hours and the third at 360 hours. On the basis

of these assumptions, the specific load profile to which the test was run is shown in

Table 1.

The Test Plan specified that the MOL profile should be held without deviation to

the 720-hour (30 days) point and as long as possible beyond 720 hours at a voltage of

25V or above. The ,,xaximum load was to be reduced thereafter as required to maintain

the 25V level. In the event of a module failure, the load was to be reduced by the

ratio of the number of active modules to the total number (three). The test was to be

-9-



terminated and the Section considered to have failed when and/or if it was unable to

produce at least 200 watts continuous power output.

TABLE I

Simulated MOL M'-sion Profile

0-18D 180-360 360-1000

18-Hour Hours Hours Hours

Cycle Module Section Module Section Module Section

2 hrs. 180W 539W 210W 630W 252W 756W

1 hr. 94 282 110 330 132 396

2 hrs. 180 539 210 630 252 756

1 hr. 94 282 110 330 132 396

12 hrs. 85 254 99 297 119 356

The three modules within the section were to be cooled in series with water flowing

at the rate of 400 lb/hr. This flow was to be equally divided between the two coolant

loops in the section. Coolant inlet temperature was to be held to 74 ± 3*F in order that

the outlet temperature should not exceed a nominal value of 80°F at maximum load when

the zero redundancy case was being simulated. The 74F also corresponded to the inlet

temperature of the last of five active series-cooled sections at maximum load after all

redundancy had been lost. It therefore duplicated the most stringent cooling condition.

Figure 3 is a photo of the fuel battery Section 9 test set-up. Figures 4, 5 and 6 are

functional schematics representing the individual test set-ups used for the Gas Supply

System, Coolant Supply System and the Power System, respectively.

-10-
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SECTION IV

PRE-TEST HISTORY

The manufacture of the section which was tested reached completion in August of

1964. From that time until the test, a period of about eight months, the unit was

stored on inert gas at normal room termperatures.

Normal operating procedures for the Gemini Fuel Cell Battery call for two separate

activations. .. e first time the hydrogen and oxygen reactants are introduced into the

fuel cell, electrical performance is usually below the normal operational level, due to

the presence of inert gases which become adsorbed on the electrodes during manufacturing

processes and storage. uiel operation of the fuel cell at this point, followed by a dis-

charge and a second activation serves to flush these inert gases from the electrodes and

enable attainment oi design performance levels after second activation.

At the completion of the manufacturing cycle, both the hydrogen and oxygen cavities are

helium gas filled and there is no electrical potential across the cell. The activation

procedure consists of purging out all the helium and replacing it with the hydrogen and

oxygen reactants, at which time the cell begins to generate an electrical potential. By

Applying a load across the terminals, a performance check is then made, immediat(

followed by a discharge procedure. This consists of flushing the reactants out with

helium and electrically discharging the cell by placing a resistor across the terminals.

Second activation is a repeat of the initial procedure. When completed, the perform-

ance level should be up to design -,,teria. As soon as the performance level is conf'-m-

ed, the fuel cell battery is ready to be placed on the line for normal mission operation,

Following preparation of the tcst stand as well as the section to be tested, initial

activation was accomplished at 11:30 hours on 23 March 1965. At this time average

-15-



module open circuit voltage was 32. 44V. In accordance with the normal activation pro-

cedures previously discussed the section was then discharged and subsequently charged a

second time. In the process, the open circuit voltage was raised to 34. 90V. Both of

these values fall within the normal band for the acceptance test performance of production

units for the first and second activations respectively. The initial polarization curve at

the start of the test is defined by the following points:

Bus Current Module Current Average Module Voltage

A B C

3. 05 amps 1.04 1.01 1. 03 amps 31. 30 volts

7.75 2.60 2.55 2.63 29.70

12.03 4.00 3.97 4.11 28.75

18.06 5.98 5.98 6, 18 27.89

24.01 7.93 7.93 8.21 27.21

Referring to Figure 7, it tt apparent that these points lie at the bottom of the band,

which represents polarization data on current Gemini production sections, indicating that

the fuel cell battery section to be tested was typical of Gemini hardware.

-16-
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SECTION V

TEST CHRONOLOGY

Following the second activation and completion of the polarization run shown in

Section W of this report, the first of the planned 56 eighteen-bour cycles of the MOL

mission test was initiated on 24 March 1965 under the surveillance of the Air Force

Project Officer, Lt. L. S. Harootyan. A chronological record of the overall section per-

formance throughout the entire test is shown on Figure 8.

The first 10 cycles were run to the equivalent seven-section load conditions without

incident. Beginning with the eleventh cycle, the load profile was raised to that equiva-

lent to the six-section system. Once again, the next 10 planned cycles were completed

without incident and the load profile raised to the equivalent five-section level for the

21st cycle. This load level was continued through the completion of the 30-day mission

and was, in fact, maintained for nearly 34 days (cycle 45) before a slow performance

degradation of the B module necessitated a reduction in the peak loads. The deterioration

of module B performance was first noticed during the 37th cycle, at which point a brief

open circuit check was mace in accordance with standard Gemini procedures. The check

was made during the low power portion of the cycle, and total section power was main-

tained by increasing the output of modules A and C.

Following cycle 45, operation was continued at reduced peak powers until approximately

918 hours into the mission, at which time the A module deteriorated in performance and

had to be shut down and removed from the bus. The last complete cycle before the

failure of module A was cycle 51.,

At 11:10 A.,M, on 2 May 1965, the degradation of module B dropped its performance

below an acceptable level at 936 hours and it, also, was shut down and removed from the

bus. Since the test plan required that a mini-mim continuous power capability of 200

-18-
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watts be demonstrated through the 1000-hour test period, the minimum power level of

the C module was maintained at 215 watts, while the peak power levels were run to the

maximum mission level of 252 watts.

Representative performance readings for each of the three modules during the various

load regimes are shown on Table II.

Throughout the 30-day test the section operation conformed to procedures compatible

with the spacecraft installation. The only discrepancy to occur from normal planned

procedures, concerned the hydrogen purge cycle due to a partial clogging of the purge

valve. During cycle 18 a reduction in the hydrogen purge flow rate was first noted,

attributable to a partial clogging of the valve, possibly by soluble polystyrene sulfonate

leached out of the ion-exchange membrane material. As a result, the duration of the

purge cycle, normally 11 seconds for hydrogen and 2 minutes for oxygen, was increased

to compensate for the reduced flow, as dictated by the flow restriction for each stack

in order to maintain the required volume of the standard purge.

After 816 hours (34 days) it became necessary to by-pass the hydrogen purge valve

because of erratic operation caused by the valve sticking. Provisions for such a by-pass

can be made in the spacecraft system design if necessary. The possibility of changing

the valve clearances is under review.

-20-



TABLE II

REPRESENTATIVE PERFORMANCE READINGS

Cycle # Test Power Bus Current Module Current Average Module

_ _ Hours Watts (Amps) (Am_-s) Voltage (Volts)

A B C

1 18 539 1t.54 6.29 6.43 6.92 27.60
282 9.73 2.89 3.15 3.73 29.10
254 8,71 2.75 2.89 3.11 29.32

10 180 539 19.48 6.22 6.64 6,72 27.48
282 9.69 3.09 3.27 3.39 29.16
254 8.63 2.71 2.90 3.05 29.34

11 198 630 23.79 7.68 8.10 8.10 26.92
330 11.53 3.68 3.90 3.99 28.83
297 10.32 3.28 3.47 3.61 29.00

20 360 630 23.38 7.73 7.92 7.80 26.77
330 11.49 3.75 3.86 3.92 28.72
297 10.28 3.31 3.44 3.55 28.90

21 378 756 28.92 9.66 9.86 9.50 26.08
396 13.86 4.59 4.67 4.65 28.36
356 12.51 4.04 4.22 4.28 28.48

40 720 756 30.46 11.20 9.12 10.25 25.09
396 14.00 5.03 4.22 4.79 28.06
356 12.66 4.50 3.79 4.40 28.20

45 810 756 29.61 10.29 10.04 9.37 25.41
356 12,70 4.42 4,10 4.22 28.28

51 919 542 20.48 6.97 5.65 7.93 26.46
356 12.83 4. 35 3.77 4.75 28.18

52 937 349 13.15 - 5.53 7.66 26.58
237 8.66 - 2.72 5.96 27.25

56 1000 253 10.04 - - 10.04 25.37
8.39 - 8.39 26.20
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SECTION VI

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A character4 stic of the Gemini fuel cell design with the presently used ion-exchange

membrane material is that it exhibits a gradual increase in internal resistance over the

duration of the mission with a resultant decrease in performance. Thus the life of

a typical unit is normally determined by the length of time it can maintain the capability

of generating the rated current output at, or above, the minimum system voltage. The

rate at which this performance degradation occurs, and hence the life that can be ex-

pected from this design, is directly related to temperature of the membrane which, in

turn, is a function of coolant temperature and flow rate and the loads at which the module

is operated. The ratings and coolant conditions proposed for the application of the Gemini

fuel battery to the MOL power syst6m were based on an analysis of life test data from

the Gemini program extrapolated to a 30-day minimum life requirement. The objective

of this test, then, was to check the validity of this extrapolation and establish the capa-

bility of this design to meet the MOL mission requirements under suitable system operating

conditions as mutually established by the General Electric Company and the Air Force.,

The test results as viewed in relation to this objective are discussed below:

Mission Power Capability:

The actual power levels versus time at which the fuel battery section operated through-

out the test is shown in Figure 9. From this curve, it can be seen that a maximum

scheduled load profile for the complete section was maintained for 810 hours. At this

point, performance degradation of module B necessitated a reduction in the level of the

peak load portion of the duty cycle, as shown. As mentioned previously, however, the

maximum load profile was established on the basis of having failed more than one-third

of the modules in the complete fuel battery system. If it is assumed that the three

-22-
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modules used for this test are representative samples, therefore, it can be interpreted

that the full mission power requirements could be met as long as the section lpower

capability exceeded the equivalent maximum rated output of two of the three modules -

or 504 watts. This power capability was maintained for 918 hours, until the point at

which module A was shut down.

In order to assure adequate power for life support, a minimum continuous capability

of at least 200 watts was specified for the section at the completion of the 1000-hour

test. Following the failure of modules A and B, module C maintained a continuous

output of 215 watts and peaks of 252 watts (the maximum rating for an individual module)

for the remainder of the 1000-hour period. The last four hours were run at the peak

power condition to demonstrate this full capability at the completion of the test.

Load Sharing:

The complete power system in the MOL vehicle will include a multiplicity of fuel

cell modules operating electrically in parallel on a common bus. The capability of main-

taining stable operation under all operation conditions throughout the mission is, therefore,

an important factor in the capabilcy of the Gemini fuel battery design to meet MOL

requirements.

Figure 10 shows the overall performance characteristics of the section at various

times during the mission, wnich rpnresents the sum of the outputs from the three modules.

The individual module performance at these times is shown on Figure 1!. It can be seen

from this figure that most of the performance loss indicated on the section performance

curve was attributable to module B - which contributed a progressively lower percentage

of the total current as time went on. During all this time, however, it did contribute

useful power to the bue and was operating satisfactorily in parallel with the other two

modules.
-24-
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I..

During the early part of the mission, load sharing between the three modules was

very good - within ± 5%. At the 30-day point, this had increased to approximately

3.2%, and at the time of module A failure, was about 13. 5%. Thus, even though

there may be non-uniformity in module performance during a mission, each module can

be expected to operate satisfactorily in parallel with better-or-worse performing

modules, providing useful power to the bus up to the point of complete power loss.

Transient Response:

During the conduct of the test, a Sanborn recorder was used to obtain traces of

typical transient voltage and current characteristics. These are shown in Figures 12

and 13, which depict both the bus parameters and those of the individual modules.

For both a step load increase and load removal, it will be noted that the power re-

sponse is virtually instantaneous, with a slight overchot (or undershoot) of current.

Of significance, however, is the fact that there is no overshoot of voltage which would

affect regulation limits. The total time to reach steady-state conditions is approximately

1.5 seconds.

Product Water:

Product water samples were taken each day throughout the test and analyzed for pH

value and conductance. Characteristic results are shown in Table m. The pH values

varied from a high of 3. 4 at the end of the test to a low of 2. 6 at the eight-day point.

The conductance, which provides an indication of the quantity of dissolved solids, increased

from 391. 8 micromhos/cubic inch at the beginning of the test to 923. 3 after eight days.

It then decreased to 189. 4 at the completion of the test - following approximately the

decrease and subsequent improvement in the pH values.
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TABLE M

PRODUCT WATER CHARACTERJSTICS

Date Approximate Specific Conductance
Mission Hours pH (Micro mhos/cu. in.) Appearance

3/26/65 16 3.0 391.8 clear

3/30/65 139 3.0 424.6 clear

4/3/65 237 3.0 463.0 clear

4/7/65 330 3.0 474. 5 clear

4/11/65 427 2.8 549.8 clear

4/15/65 523 2.7 + 777.0 clear

4/19/65 619 2.8 636. i clear

4/23/65 714 2.6 923. 3 very pale yellow

4/27/65 810 2.9 - 508.,2 clear

5/1/65 906 3.0 418.8 clear

5/5/65 1000 3.4 189.4 clear
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SECTION VII

CONCLUSIONS

The salient conclusions reached as a result of this test are the following:,

1. The section tested maintained the MOL power profile in all respects at a voltage

above 25V for 810 hours.

2. The section demonstrated a capability of meeting at least 2/3 of the peak power

requirements up to 918 hours.

3. A single module in the section carried its share of the section load above 25V

for 1000 hours.

4, At the end of 1000 hours of mission time the remaining module was capable of

iproducing 253 watts at a voltage of 25. 37V.

5. After failure of individual modules, the remaining modules are able to continue

extended operation independently.

6. Satisfactory load sharing and stable parallel operation can be maintained even

with non-uniform performance characteristics.

7. The Gemini fuel cell design will respond instantaneously to step load changes

with no effect on load bharing between modules.

8. Characteristic results indicated pH values valylng from a high of 3. 4 at the end of

test to a low of 2. 6 at the eight-day point. Conductance values increased from 391. 8

micromhos/cubic inch at the beginning of the test to 923. 3 micromhos/cubic inch after

eight days. It then decreased to 189. 4 micromhos/cubic inch at the completion of test -

following approximately the decrease and subsequent improvement in the pH values.

9. As a result of the above conclusions, the Gemini fuel battery design appears

suitable for the MOL mission.
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